A method is developed to solve the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick infinite-ranged spin-gl &ss model, considering the staggered magnetizations lssociated with the eigenvalue spectrum of the random inter lction m ltrix ls the spin-glass order pirameters. It is shown that the spin-gl lss ordering is not associated with l m lcroscopic condens ltion of eigenstates, but inste ld e lch of the N eigenstates acquires, below T, , nonzero magnetization of 0( I ). The present approach can also be used to investigate other aspects of infinite-ranged spin-glasses (e.g. , their dynamic properties). It may also serve as a useful starting point for formulating an adequate theory of short-ranged spin-glasses by using "eigenstate-space" techniques analogous to the momentum-space methods of ordinary phase transitions.
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In recent years there has been considerable interest in understanding the low-temperature properties of spin-glasses. Thus far, an adequate theory of the problem has not been formulated even in the meanfield ljmit. The failure of simple theories, like the original replica approach, ' indicates that the Edwards-Anderson order parameter is not sufficient for the description of the spin-glass order. Modification of the replica method requires the introduction of additional order parameters associated with the breaking of replica symmetry which, however, do not bear any clear physical interpretation. ' ' Alternative approaches such as that of Thouless 
Since J& does not possess any spatial symmetry or length scale it is obvious that ((i~X)), "=0, 
Xo is also related to the local susceptibility by 
Consider now the random quantity z defined by I"= - (13) - (15) ' ', and therefore q, X, and Mo are given as double Gaussian integrals of S'(x, y), (IS(x,y)/Bh, and N' 'yS(x, y), respectively, with tanh 'S(x, y) = JP(q -Mp ) ' 'x + Concluding it may be remarked that the approach outlined above can be used also to treat other aspects of infinite-ranged spin-glasses such as their dynamics above and below T, . " This approach can also be extended to construct a mean-field theory for shortranged spin-glasses. Such a theory seems to predict a zero transition tempera jure for any spin dimensionality provided the density of states at the mobility edge of the (renormalized) 
